
SIMPLE AND FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION

How to Explain Simple Vs. Fractional Distillation. Fractional distillation produces distilled spirits like whiskey and vodka.
Written by Andrea Becker.

For example, crude oil includes various types of hydrocarbons that are suitable for different fuel applications,
ocean water has a high salt content and iron ore contains mineral impurities in addition to usable iron. And if
you're still getting a mixture, it means your alcohol still isn't very strong. The mixture is put into the round
bottomed flask along with a few anti-bumping granules or a Teflon coated magnetic stirrer bar if using
magnetic stirring , and the fractionating column is fitted into the top. For fractional distillation to be effective,
the components should be miscible. The crude oil fractions with higher boiling points:. As the temperature
rises and reaches a boiling point threshold, the volatile component separates out in vapor form and passes
through the long neck of a retort a flask with a long tapering glass snout to condense at its bottom, back to
liquid form. Based on the same principle, the two techniques differ in procedure. Distillation works by
exploiting the different boiling temperatures of liquids. In a simple distillation process, the mixture is placed in
a flask and heated. Difference Between Simple and Fractional Distillation When the substances in a mixture
have boiling points which differ largely, simple distillation is the first choice. The column consists of a series
of ladder like glass plates where the various components, depending on their boiling points, condense at
different heights, after going through repetitive cycles of vaporization. If you had your two compounds again--
let's just say that you have purple representing two compounds in here-- what happens is that instead of just
going straight up, vaporizing once, and then condensing again, it will go up, vaporize, and then maybe
condense onto one of these stars. Among the many laboratory techniques, which form a necessary part of a
chemist's training, one of the most important ones is the process of distillation. As the temperature of the
liquid increases, the average molecular kinetic energy also increases; more molecules evaporate, leading to
higher vapor pressure. The fractionating column is usually filled with glass or plastic beads. This is where you
put in your mixture of compounds that you want to separate out. To improve fractionation the apparatus is set
up to return condensate to the column by the use of some sort of reflux splitter reflux wire, gago, Magnetic
swinging bucket, etc. There is a fractionating column fixed to the flask which contains the liquid mixture.
You'll see me magically change the color of the flask to show that this is a brand new flask for collecting pure
toluene. The first thing you have is hexane, and I'll show that here in the flask.


